Young Turks post still frames of Chinese Honeypot
CIA Operative, Raymond Davis will face trial - Confidence is high that the CIA will shut down the case.
Parastoo hacks DOE - Pastebin takes info down
Military to begin social media operations
Mossad Agent captured in Lahore, PK
Kaspersky Lab's identifies yet another cyber espionage network
Paula Broadwell website photos

White House quietly updates/releases visitor data
Paula Broadwell (Petraeus Mistress) visited the Old Executive Office Building on June 10, 2009.
She met with John Tien for several hours.
Source Sends - "So to be clear, when did Paula Broadwell visit the White House?
Paula Broadwell visited the OEOB on June 10, 2009. The WH has just now released that information on December 28, 2012. Why her visit in 2009 was left out on the WH visitor logs all these years is a complete mystery.
Source Sends - "So they logged Matt Bissonette's visit to the WH, but they concealed Paula Broadwell's visit to the Executive Building?".
Cryptocomb - That is correct.

Source Sends - "Defense Distributed master CAD files (appears to be all)
High Speed Cryptographic Chipset paper FOUO
Technical requirements document for the Programmable Objective Encryption Technologies (POET)
Committee on Oversight letter to SECSTATE Clinton regarding Stevens death
FBI labeled Occupy Movement as Domestic Terrorism - Read Documents Here
Video of "Tattooed Terrorists" killed in Peshawar, PK [More Warning]
Bengazi Attack/Finger Pointing Report - Mostly blames State Dept
CIA further declassifies Jonathan Pollard Damage Assessment
Alexander Litvinenko worked for MI6 - No big surprise
Mike Janke doesn't even trust Silent Circle
Cryptocomb launches EZine

2012/Current FISA Judge list
Source Sends - Paula Broadwell has, since 2008, been studying for a (presumably) distance PHD through the 'War Studies' department at King's College London, in the United Kingdom. Note that she has a college provided email address: paula.broadwell@kcl.ac.uk

Tampa Police Dept releases the entire Kelley residence 911 response reports - Wow!

Tampa, FL Mayor releases his emails pertaining to Jill Kelley. She mentions Petraeus quite a few times.

“Shirtless FBI Agent” - Frederick W. Humphries II

Jill and Scott Kelley have enjoyed consulate vehicle license plates for quite awhile. Police are not supposed to ticket these vehicles, or interfere with the vehicle driver or passengers if the vehicle is being used to conduct "official" business at the time. It's one of the perks given to friends of U.S. Military Officers and FBI Agents. Cryptome posts a list of a few of Jill Kelleys friends here.

Source Sends - If you watch the video closely near the end, you will notice she is carrying a bag with a tag attached. That tag is used to identify the bag and it's contents as private consulate material and cannot be seized or searched. She's very smart.

Source Sends - The license plates are NOT Diplomatic plates, but your average police officer might not know the difference which is the point in this case. According to many news stories, Mrs. Kelley is known to introduce herself as an Ambassador. She may have gotten out of a few speeding tickets and other moving violations with those license plates.

Source Sends - Jill and Scott Kelley
1005 Bayshore Ave.
Tampa, FL 33606
(813) 431-7703
(813) 254-4224
skelleymd@yahoo.com

Source Sends - It's confirmed, Paula Broadwell is a Stratfor user/subscriber.
WHAT SIGAR FOUND

The Afghan government will likely be incapable of fully sustaining ANSF facilities after the transition in 2014 and the expected decrease in U.S. and coalition support.

AFGHAN NATIONAL SECURITY FORCES FACILITIES: CONCERNS WITH FUNDING, OVERSIGHT, AND SUSTAINABILITY FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Source Sends - The CIA officer listed as “Officer A” in the John Kiriakou complaint has been revealed to be Thomas Donahue Fletcher. Born in 1953. Fletcher is currently a resident of Vienna, VA.

Further - source states journalists have known identity of this person prior to August 2008, when Kiriakou allegedly confirmed the identity in an email to Matthew Cole, formerly of ABC News.

Source Sends - Thomas Donahue Fletcher was the chief of the Headquarters Based Rendition Group and was personally responsible for the rendition of Abu Zubaydah (as well as other high-value detainees) to the CIA black site in Thailand and witnessed and played a role in Zubaydah’s torture.

“Officer B” is former CIA officer Deuce Martinez.

CIA playing matchmaker
Photo of the $250,000 cash payment made to Morten Storm by the CIA.

Morten Storm new business venture

All known URL’s registered to Morten Storm

Muslim-Defence-League.com
explorewildEurope.com
stormoutdoors.com
explore-scandinavia.net
canoe-expeditions.com
storm-bushcraft.com
canoe-safaris.com
explorelapland.com

Congress outs Benghazi CIA Station

Cryptome posts Bin Laden Hit Mockup Site Images

Source Sends - Photos of device to track/identify cruise ship guests.

DNI Prepublication Review Logs - January 2009 to August 2012


463 Pages - Thousands of families looking for information about the death of loved ones. Most requests are denied.

CIA - MDR Logs January 2011 to July 2012

CENTCOM FOIA Logs January 2011 to March 2012
.gov URL List

Matt Rissonnette lied

CNN obtains journal of slain ambassador

Italians uphold convictions of spooks

2003 Milan CIA Station Chief Robert Sheldon Lady
Email Address: rslady2004@aol.com
Alt Email Address: rslady01@hotmail.com
Robert Lady associate - Susan Czaska Email Address: ciaoBellasue@hotmail.com

NAKOULA BASSELEY NAKOULA - Previously charged and convicted for Fraud

Source Sends - Nakoula and his wife also ran a tobacco shop at 11600 ALONDRA BLVD. D26, NORMARK, CA 90650, inside of a shopping mall. KTMA TOBACCO AND GIFTS

DOD tells Navy SEAL "We do the leaking around here, not you". - Read DoD Legal Letter Threat here

WP & "Major Mexican News Organizations" outs a group of Spooks

Shortly after the shooting, major Mexican news organizations identified one of the U.S. officials as Stan D. Ross, a name associated with a post office box at a Dunn Loring mail facility tied to at least one previous CIA cover identity that was publicly exposed. Records indicate that Ross was issued a Social Security number in Texas in 2004. Beyond that, the records are largely blank, with not even a date of birth associated with the name.

Confidence is High that we'll catch the blame for this one as well. - Map Here

NYT reporter leaked advance copy of Maureen Dowd column to CIA - Email Here

NARA Record Groups and the classified/declassified contents

National Security Council
Naval Intelligence Command
Office of Censorship
Office of Strategic Services
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Chemical Warfare Service
Defense Intelligence Agency
National Security Agency
United States Marshals Service
1/31/2013 7:17 AM

Assassination Records Review Board
Central Intelligence Agency

th3j35t3r takes down Cryptocomb

Truthout publishes U.S Army "Inside the Wire Threats - Afghanistan Green on Blue"

NARA sends email correspondence between NARA and USPS, RE: Document/Records Scheduling - January 2011 to July 2012

Crocked Crocker

Fox News outs Navy SEAL who penned "No Easy Day"

DEA's investigation summary for 1-1-2011 to 12-31-2011

The state secrets privilege: A horrendous creation of the judiciary

U.S to Syria, "Don't follow in our footsteps" - Evidence Here

Anonymous takes down U.K Govt sites

Embassy listed Raymond Davis under RAO embassy cover

CIA's black hand at work

LA citizen takes a Marine a lesson

Los Alamos National Labs - Nuclear Weapons Journal - summer/fall 2004

Julian Assange gives speech to crowd in London 8-19-2012

WikiMonitor® Alex Jones

Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) FOIA Logs - May 2011 to July 2012

Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) FOIA Logs - March 2006 to March 2011

Los Alamos National Labs - Nuclear Weapons Journal Issue 1 2008

Source sends - Personal Photos of Sabrina De Sousa

Weisselberg press release - August 15, 2013

Spooks using spy tools on cruise ships

NARA - FOIA Requests for CIA material located in RG 263 between January 1, 2011 to December 1, 2011

Today's writing statements

Cryptography via coursera.org

Kim Dotcom Raid Video

Texas and National Law Enforcement Telecommunications Systems

Report to the inspector general into mobile telecommunications licenses in Iraq (no redactions)

Ivan Greenberg & ROPE'S "Declassifying government and undermining a culture of insecurity"

Vagner Pribe and John Young: A BOPE cryptome tracks the NWFU King of steel

Cryptocomb being blocked in Northern Mexico

Source sends - Stratfor emails discussing "Trapwire"

NYBAT CIA Documents

1. Documents pertaining to the "Larry Chin" espionage incident. Wikipedia
2. Cable from director Colby to all stations directing them to cease MHCHAOS Operations.
3. Message for eyes only of "SVMACE", subject is an internal shit-talking issue between CIA, Air Force and the Army. March 1984

NSA finally releases the Cryptologic Almanac Articles / 1995 to 2005

Old, but great article by Bernstein. "How America's Most Powerful News Media Worked Hand in Glove with the CIA and why the Church Committee Covered It Up"

operations of a legitimate commercial business. The Agency maintains close coordination with the Internal Revenue Service, which is aware of the CIA's use of proprietary commercial entities but not of specific proprieties' identities. In the event the IRS singles out an Agency proprietary for an audit, the Office of General Counsel notifies IRS of CIA ownership. The IRS then cancels the audit to conserve manpower.

Cryptome hosts file detailing a few CIA commercial Proprietaries, The caption above details an agreement between the IRS and the CIA

Wikileaks.org URL List

Wikileaks.ch URL List

National Declassification Center Bi-Annual Report

Flickr stream of Christine Assange's audience with Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa

NARA Sends listing of all Motion Pictures that are marked "classified" and are not releasable to the public from the U.S Navy

FBI FOIA Logs - January 2011 to March 2012 (Search Ready)

FBI releases the "Medburg Investigation" Files

In March 1971, an anti-war group that called themselves, "The Citizens Committee to Investigate the FBI" broke into a FBI Office in Media, PA. The group liberated thousands of FBI documents which revealed the FBI's civil liberites violations, which were detailed in the COINTELPRO files. Needless to say this enraged the FBI and a widespread investigation was launched code named "Medburg", to determine who broke into their offices, while the FBI created many suspects, no one has ever been prosecuted for the break-in. The files are broken into four sections due to the file sizes.

Medburg - Section 1
Medburg - Section 2
Medburg - Section 3
Medburg - Section 4

Note the ridiculous secret classifications - TOP SECRET, Really?

The spies who infected their children

Bulgarian Buxes in Gardent

The Corruption Chronicles by Tom Fitton at Amazon

GigaTribe Forensic Guide

Los Alamos National Labs - Nuclear Weapons Journal - Feb 2009

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

NYPD Safe House in New Brunswick, NJ - Further Here

Source Sends UPDATED - This address is at the corner of Richmond and Dennis Street, Suite 1076

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

U.S CENTCOM MDR Logs January 2011 to January 2012

Los Alamos ENF Bomb Design

World Bank - The Money Exchange Dealers of Kabul

Tagged.com Spy Guide

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Eric Davisson "Explosive Steganography" Perl Scripts

DNI - A Report from the Study on Educing Information

Detonation of a tactical 2KT nuclear warhead over the heads of five idiots

A History of the Defense Intelligence Agency

IAEA - Advances in destructive and non-destructive analysis for environmental monitoring and nuclear forensics

NYCRENTALS.COM was the URL registered by Anna Chapman which she operated as her SVR business front.

CIA FOIA Logs January 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

FCC FOIA Logs - January 1, 2011 to June 1, 2012

All HOPE9 talks available for purchase

H.K. - Disinformation Files

EUCOM FOIA Logs January 1, 2011 to March 1, 2012

DOJ NSE Office of Intelligence Policy and Review FOIA Logs July 2011 to January 2012

Horrors after Hiroshima

Douglas County DA taking a dive for CIA Officer Raymond Davis

Skype Reverse Engineered Code

DOJ Office of Legal Counsel FOIA Logs January 1, 2011 to March 1, 2012

John Kiriakou demands DOJ/CIA detail the injuries to U.S National Security

Former CIA Officer - Sabrina de Sousa talks about Torture and being an International Fugitive.

CIA officers career unravels

Kim Jong Un lady friend photos

Protecting Special Access Program Information Within Information Systems

Anchorage police, searching more of his bullshit

IAEA - Evaluation of the Status of National Nuclear Infrastructure Development

IAEA - Radiation Protection and Safety of Radiation Sources

RADIOLOGICAL CRIME SCENE MANAGEMENT AND INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR FORENSICS - August 2011 Workshop Agenda

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

FBI wanted to investigate Nobel Prize Winner Dr. Felix Bloch

Defense Intelligence FOIA Logs, November 1, 2011 to March 1, 2012.

Iranian Agents captured in Kenya

Nickr, a Mobile Privacy Application, Sweeps Digital Crumbs Away - Website (FREE APP)


-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1377 pages of documents pertaining to Edward Lee Howard

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Section 5

Section 6

Section 7

Section 8

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Lawrence Livermore National Labs - The Soviet Program for Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Explosions (2000)

Philip Agee - CIA Diary in Español

Why didn't Agee give up Aldrich Ames? They worked in the same AO's (Central/South America). They were both Agency? Etc...


Source Sends - Cofer Black's wife joins Salvation Army D.C Auxiliary

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Source Sends - Wikileaks "Project Rock Guitar" Screenshot
How the Government tries to mess with your mind
Top CIA Spy Accused of Being a Mafia Hitman

-----TEAR LINE-----

How about the CIA's Project "Rock"?

DON'T DRINK THE KOOL-AID

-----TEAR LINE-----

U.S. Marshals Service FOIA Logs, January 1, 2011 - March 1, 2012

-----TEAR LINE-----

NSA 2011 FOIA Logs
January 2011 - March 2011
April 2011 - June 2011
July 2011 - September 2011
October 2011 - December 2011

-----TEAR LINE-----

NSA 2011 Mandatory Declassification Review Request Logs

-----TEAR LINE-----

SVR Illegals Objective
Airborne Transmission of Influenza A/H5N1 Virus
Anna Chapman's Pre-Bust Twitter Account
Anna Chapman's Pre-Bust Blog (Only Two Entries)

------TEAR LINE------

Ann Foley Maintained a Skype Account

-----TEAR LINE-----

NARA - Logs of FOIA Processing Fees January 1, 2011 to March 1, 2012

-----TEAR LINE-----

What is interesting is that NARA redated the Subject of FOIA requests using the 5U.S.C.552 (b)(7)(e) exemption. This exemption protects records or information compiled for Law Enforcement purposes when product of such records "would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law"

-----TEAR LINE-----

Log of EUCOM Mandatory Declassification Reviews for January 2011 - January 2012

-----TEAR LINE-----

Grand Jury Report of NATO 3
CIA releases hundreds of pages of declassified documents related to the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks
Assange seeks asylum in Ecuador

-----TEAR LINE-----


-----TEAR LINE-----

NARA FOIA fee waiver request logs January 1, 2011 - March 1, 2012

-----TEAR LINE-----

Only 18% of fee waiver requests were granted

-----TEAR LINE-----

Repost - Anonymous 3TB Preview - Do you have the drive space? Better obtain it if not.

-----TEAR LINE-----

Israel keeps on wishing
Reporters Without Borders - Bloggers & Cyber Dissidents' Handbook

-----TEAR LINE-----

FBI records pertaining to the 1985 Hijacking of the Achille Lauro. 676 pages.

-----TEAR LINE-----

Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5

-----TEAR LINE-----

Ivan Greenberg - Surveillance and the Communications of Americans

-----TEAR LINE-----

Michael Morisy - FOIA Documents Show TOR Undernet Beyond the Reach of Federal Investigators

-----TEAR LINE-----

FAA Finally hands over documents pertaining to the GulfStream Aircraft, Tail Number N987SA. This aircraft crashed in the Yucatan, Mexico, carrying 6 tons of cocaine 9/24/07. This aircraft was also a "Rendition" aircraft used by the CIA.

-----TEAR LINE-----

FAA Finally hands over documents pertaining to the GulfStream Aircraft, Tail Number N987SA. This aircraft crashed in the Yucatan, Mexico, carrying 6 tons of cocaine 9/24/07. This aircraft was also a "Rendition" aircraft used by the CIA.

-----TEAR LINE-----

Source Sends - Sergey Novikov who uses the email address serj.novikov@gmail.com has a Skype account. This email address is in the URL registration data for bannerspot.in, bannerzone.in, micromedia.in, and ultrasoft.in
Source Sends - Maria Weber who uses the email address vebermary@gmail.com has a Skype account. This email address is in the URL registration data for serverss.info

Some of the fake identities used to register domains for the Command & Control of "FLAME"

Yet another CIA source is sentenced to prison, CIA does not protect its sources at all

Linkedin Suffers Breach

"Hello, I Am Sabu ..."

DOJ AWARENESS BRIEF - FIND MY IPHONE

ATF Report - Mexican cartels counterfeit rifles and grenade launchers

Passport of Director of the Private Office of Syrian Foreign Minister

LDN Number Station Monitoring

Lulzsec Pre-Leak Release video

"Device Identified, This phone device was used to capture photos of arrested NATO protesters in Chicago Police agent provocateurs

Passvault - How long would it take to brute force your password?

"Judicial Watch obtains UOD and CIA Records detailing Meetings with bin Laden Raid Filmmakers

More Info on UBL Hit

FBI - GUS/SAM Survey Documents

White House - Office of Science and Technology Policy FDIA Logs - April 2011 - April 2012

Instigators / Spies Watch Video

"The Story of an American Jihadi Part One

FBI clams Operation "Ghost Stories" Documents are missing

Source Sends this link. We believe the "unknown" device is an Israeli version.

Source Sends Link with further information. What has been learned is that the device is used to decode coded texted messages. This is what has been learned so far - The device features a dipole antenna, monochrome LCD display panel, has a full arabic alphabet keyboard, most likely requires a AC power source, a device of this type could function with as little as 6-7 volts of constant power. Several sources believe that the device is used to decode Numbered Radio Transmissions, See Link to learn more. The device probably operates like a digital one-time pad. The device would be pre-programmed to receive data from a specific radio frequency and send data on a separate radio frequency. Watch Lecture

Any help identifying the above device would be appreciated, please contact cryptocomb[at]gmail.com. It was captured with Majid Jamali Fashi upon his arrest (2010).
The same type of device was discovered in Lebanon, see Video Link (video was posted 2009).

Is this the State Dept Cable that describes Majid Jamali Fashi as their Iranian source?

Source Sends - The LAPD says they do not have any MOU's of cooperation between themselves and Twitter.

The fourth installment of the "CIA Speaks - The Phoenix Tapes" has been posted.

Source Sends - Here are two datasets regarding the Chicago Police. The first dataset details the officers full name, employee ID Number (which IS not to be confused with his/her badge number). The second dataset is the officers full name and badge number.

Whistleblowers discuss the extent of NSA's surveillance - Video

CIA Officer Jose Rodriguez says on Fox News that Ali Soufan (FBI) is a liar throughout his book. Bill Harlow (CIA) is Jose Rodriquez's co-author of "Hard Measures: How Aggressive CIA Actions After 9/11 Saved American Lives"
All above provided NASA their home addresses and phone numbers.

Cryptocomb is proud to announce the publication of over 10GB's of documents and taped interviews journalist/author Douglas Valentine conducted with more than a dozen CIA and military officers while researching his book The Phoenix Program. The original interviews were recorded in the late 1980s on magnetic tape and, with the help of several volunteers, subsequently converted onto CDs twenty years later. Advances in technology now make it possible to post the interviews on Cryptocomb for everyone to hear. The Phoenix Program, notably, is the template for the targeted killings in the war on terror, and the interviews are invaluable tools for learning about the men who were instrumental in its development and prosecution.

Task Force Red Warrior Commanders Intent - Afghanistan
The Occupy Directory
The cost of wireless spying
Assange RT Show Screenshot
Sarraf wants his share and will probably get it
CIA pre-employment recommended reading list
CIA Polygraph Brochure
CIA Weapons Permit
CIA recommended reading list
U.S. Secret Service Agents Hunting Sex Trade
CIA is a sponsor of the Lebanese Collegiate Network
NOEL-2 satellite already being tracked
UC DAVIS "PEPPER SPRAY INCIDENT" TASK FORCE REPORT - "THE REYNOSO TASK FORCE REPORT"

North Korean Rocket Control Center
North Korean Rocket Photos
North Korean Satellite Photos

Buying Hearts and Minds in Afghanistan

Pakistan Smart Book 2010
IAI Dod Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) Synchronization
Navy Information Operations Command Sugar Grove, WV - Presentation
TRF - Counterterrorism Analytical Edition
CIA NATO Security Briefing via Lynnae Williams
CIA DoD PREAL Manual (Torture Manual)
Al Arabiya airs video of OBL wives & children
CIA Name / Email Address Leak - Mirror Here

Lynnae Williams outs six CIA employees.

Shelia Hall (CIA Case Officer)
Felcia Pryor (CIA Case Officer)
Gary Lane Litovitz (CIA Psychologist)
Mary E. Newman (CIA Psychologist)
Sally Ann Urbanczyk (CIA Psychologist)
William H. Milbourn, Jr (Chief of Special Activities Staff)

While researching Paul Dietrich, Cryptocomb came across this at Cryptome.org

Laura Dietrich, Paul Dietrich's wife worked/s for HTG.

HTG-PI? This started the curiosity. It turns out Michelle Platt is related to John (Jack) Platt.

You can visit the Hamilton Trading Group here. Jack Platt is also a member of The Centre for Counterintelligence and Security Studies Group. Hamilton Trading Group is listed at:
There's another company listed at this address, which is run by Michelle G. Platt (further), which is called MLI & Associates. Michelle Platt is a licensed PI in the state of Virginia. Jack's brother, Alan Platt is also a member of CICENTRE, he is also employed by the SCITOR Corporation. (very interesting company, more to come) Scitor has been awarded over 100 Million USD in Govt contracts, but no one knows what for.

Paul Dietrich is a subscriber of Stratfor. You can read more about him here and his involvement with the CIA. His wife is a spook as well. His username is: dietrich1949 (his DOB is 1949). He provides an email address of: dietrich@etoncourt.com

Jeffrey Paul De Lisle filed for Bankruptcy in 1998. This should have been one reason to remove his security clearance.

Trend Micro Research Paper: LUCKYCAT REDUX
100-N Nuclear Reactor Tech Manual
The former spy who Tweets & Blogs
FBI training course says agents can break the law
Richard Clarke admits the U.S was behind Stuxnet
A False Foundation? AQAP, Tribes and Ungoverned Spaces in Yemen
Loga vs Radical
THE TAYLOR COMMITTEE INVESTIGATION OF THE BAY OF PIGS - VOL4
STICKAM.COM Spy Guide
Robert Bailes BrokerCheck Report
Maya Janabi Fash Computer Equipment screenshots
Roland Carnaby's wife (Susan Carnaby) sued the Houston PD for wrongful death, she lost and is currently appealing. Below are just a few of the court documents. Needless to say, they are filled with some very interesting things.

Complaint
Discovery Documents with some Transcripts
Plaintiffs motion to compel Houston PD to produce evidence and witnesses
Carnaby Joint Discovery Plan
Short list of evidence logs
List of evidence and expert witness's
Initial Disclosure (Cast of Characters)
Houston PD Answers Susan Carnaby's complaint

Triple Canopy was hacked
British MI6-SIS Agent Screenshots from "UK Spy Rock" Episode
NYPD INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION COORDINATOR Deputy Commissioner's Briefing for April 25, 2008

Apple, Facebook, Path, Twitter and others stole your contacts. - Related Here

Truth-out.org shares with Cryptocomb. Truth-out.org received over 400 pages of documents from The Dept of Homeland Security via a FOIA request. The documents pertain to the National Occupy Wall Street Movement.

DHS Response to Truthout FOIA Request. Documents, Part 1
DHS Response to Truthout FOIA Request. Documents, Part 2
DHS Response to Truthout FOIA Request. Documents, Part 3
DHS Response to Truthout FOIA Request. Documents, Part 4
DHS Response to Truthout FOIA Request. Documents, Part 5

Containing Underground Nuclear Explosions
Romney's and Santorum’s Secret Service Code Names
Yemen smart Book 2010
IETA Training Camp Ftp
MVU Spy Guide
Drug-Subs - Emerging Threat in the War on Drugs

Alan Freml pop up in the Stratfor Trove
The Guardian Newspaper begins releasing Assad Emails
1-800-Call-Spy
Afghanistan Smart Book 2010
NYPD Intelligence Report - Egyptian locations of Interest Report
NYPD Intelligence Report - Albanian locations of Concern Report
DHS - Media Monitoring: Analyst’s Desktop Binder

Source Sends - "Project 908" Documents
"Project 908" was a classified (Top Secret) continuity of government program that began in the early 1980's by then President Ronald Reagan. President Bush awoken the program during 9/11, the current status of the program is unknown.

1137884-000 --- 212A-HQ-293 --- Section 1 (913346)
1137884-000 --- 212B-LR-4 --- Section 1 (911559)
1137884-000 --- 212B-LR-4 --- Section 1 (985540)
1137884-000 --- 212-B-LR-4 --- Section 1 (911560)
1137884-000 --- 212B-su-4 --- Section 1 (985540)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 --- Section 1 (911532)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 --- Section 1 (911532)
1137884-000 --- 212-HQ-185 --- Section 3 (911514)
1137884-000 --- 212-HQ-185 --- Section 4 (915149)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 1 --- Section 1 (984755)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 1 --- Section 2 (984575)
1137884-000 --- 212-HQ-185 Sec 2 --- Section 1 (984624)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 2 --- Section 2 (984623)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 2 --- Section 3 (984427)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 2 --- Section 4 (984428)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 2 --- Section 5 (984247)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 3 --- Section 1 (984759)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 3 --- Section 2 (984766)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 3 --- Section 3 (984762)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 4 --- Section 1 (984780)
1137884-000 --- 212-Hq-185 Sec 4 --- Section 2 (984782)
but these folks were everywhere, it’s possible that some spies were caught but their identities were never revealed to the public and they are walking amongst us to this very day.

List of possible Scenarios regarding the SVR/FBI & Stratfor revelations:

1. Stratfor gets “approached” by the USGOV and informs Stratfor that Don Heathfield is a spook, and the USGOV asks for help.
2. Stratfor gets approached by Don Heathfield for “Help” and maybe Stratfor attempts to use him as a source, all the while informing to the FBI.
3. Stratfor bills the USGOV for services rendered as an “informant”.
4. The USGOV has a “understanding” with Stratfor and they have been sharing information for many years, “back scratching”. Maybe the USGOV flipped Don Heathfield and a few of the other spies for a period of time and then sent them back to Russia after they have fulfilled their usefulness, if this proves to be true, Don Heathfield’s Handler in Russia does not know this and they are going to be killed/prosecuted in Russia.
5. Maybe the USGOV flipped Don Heathfield and a few of the other spies for a period of time and then sent them back to Russia after they have fulfilled their usefulness, if this proves to be true, Don Heathfield’s Handler in Russia does not know this and they are going to be killed/prosecuted in Russia.
6. Someone in the USGOV spills the beans to Stratfor about these spies (Professional Chit Chat), and Stratfor used that “chit chat” to make a buck and sold out the USGOV to its foreign govt clients who would pay a tremendous amount of money for that information.
7. Quoting Stratfor “but these folks were everywhere”, it’s possible that some spies were caught but their identities were never revealed to the public and they are walking amongst us to this very day.
8. The USGOV leaves them as “agents in place” and worked them against their own handlers. Stratfor uses this information as a tool against the USGOV and they secure a “back channel” agreement with the USGOV and the USGOV throws Stratfor a bone every now and then.
9. None of the above.
10. None of the above, and some even more evil plot unfolded that we could never have imagined occurred.

Source sends this - Citing a previous Cryptocomb post published early February 2012.

It is now clear that the “Stratfor Leak” is replete with spies. The “Stratfor Leak” needs further intensive review. Cryptocomb has discovered that Ann Foley (Illegal Russian Spy) was a Stratfor Member. She used her real russian name “Elena Vavilova” (Stupid Move) in her registration, and used her cover name (Ann Foley) as her billing name. Her Stratfor password was “heathfield”. Her email address was/was annfoleysvp@hotmail.com


Twin Goals and the Espionage Challenge

One of the Russian operatives, Don Heathfield, once approached a STRATFOR employee in a series of five meetings. There appeared to be no goal of recruitment; rather, the Russian operative tried to get the STRATFOR employee to try out software he said his company had developed. We suspect that had this been done, our servers would be outputting to Moscow. We did not know at the time who he was. (We have since reported the incident to the FBI, but these folks were everywhere, and we were one among many.)

Thus, the group apparently included a man using software sales as cover — or as we suspect, as a way to intrude on computers. As discussed, the group also included talent scouts. We would guess that Anna Chapman was brought in as part of the recruitment phase of talent scouting. No one at STRATFOR ever had a chance to meet her, having apparently failed the first screening.

It will be extremely interesting to read the email correspondence between Don Heathfield and this “Stratfor Employee”, I wonder if Stratfor attempted to “Flip Him”? There will be of course email chatter between Stratfor and the FBI in regards to Don Heathfield, maybe the FBI asked Stratfor to attempt to “Flip Him”. Now that the Stratfor emails are in the wild, I guess everyone will find out soon.
World of Warcraft Spying Guide
IAEA - Managing the First Nuclear Power Plant Project
Manning's Legal Council Blog
Journalists jailed worldwide
Libyan rape victim is a 99%er
James Murdoch was warned of a threat to sue his News of the World newspaper over phone hacking in 2008 - He lied to Parliament
FBI: Carrier IQ files are used for "law enforcement purposes"
DOJ Investigations results of Maricopa County, AZ Sheriffs Office
"Interesting" complaint filed
New Yorker attempts to obtain records via FOIA, receives interesting results
Skype Log File Spying Analysis
U.S Census Bureau Workers ID - Password: census
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